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Abstract
The Transaction data which contains a sensitive data, a program like a android app or a browser, does not adequately
protect information such as unique values or related payment information, more or likely a privacy concern. In most of the
cases, security breaches, which involve the unstructured data like documents and files, will reveal all sensitive information.
To address this issue the transaction data can be processed across the nodes based on Advanced Encryption Standard(AES)
algorithm for generating keys and also by using MapReduce algorithm to check number of sensitive data, where we will
partition the data based on set key value pairs, whereby protecting the raw data using real-time security monitoring. The
data, which requires an extra protection, needs to be identified, based on that data can be encrypted.
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and which improvements are required for the Big Data
service provider. The above facts thus leads to the
importance of this study in identifying the sensitive data
thereby creating control policy, confidentiality and
protecting the data[8].

1. Introduction
Big Data mining is the capability of extracting useful
information from these large datasets or streams of data,
to maintain the confidential and privacy concern of
individual person and there data is not compromised.
Transaction data are often analyses to support, for
example, personalized web search, however such data
contains a sensitive information about individuals,
releasing them in their original from may lead to privacy
breaches[8].
Transaction services providers receive Exabyte of data
from their customers, as these data has commercial and
legal information the company needs to maintain for a
specified period of time. Storing and managing the data is
very challenging as it is growing minute by minute. The
firm starts outsourcing the data for their profit this
comprises the customers privacy.
In this study Map Reduce may be used to achieve,
Protecting communications - data in transit should be
adequately protected to ensure its confidentiality and
integrity. And what are the problems faced by the clients

2. Related Work
The distance based encryption technique is applied for in
biometrics where the threshold value can be decrypted
with private key of another key[2]. Many algorithms use
encryption and decryption using a random key generator
in IoT communications ASCII and XOR operations are
used[4]. Data hiding of image, to hide extra information
of different embedded layers the original image is
encrypted with less loss of data[5]. Data is encrypted and
decrypted within the database by using 256 bits of AES
encryption, the data is stored in database confidentiality
data is retrieved efficiently[11]. AES algorithm generates
a new key for each input of image where it constantly
changes key while encrypting the data[12]. Reverse
engineering is applied for encrypted data analyzes plain
text protocols uses pin to record executed
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but also decrypts this data when retrieved. By
designing a good algorithm we can protect the
sensitive data so that the potential leaks can be
controlled.
4.1 Security Goal

instructions[13]. Improvement of encryption data can also
be implemented by using hybrid encryption
algorithm[15]. An attribute based encryption(ABE) only
the matching attributes can decrypt it where data is
encrypted with AES and the AES key is encrypted with
ABE[17].Two layer encryption is used for issues related
to securing encryption algorithm for securing data[18].
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly
outlines the backgroundDiscuses the main Objective.
Section 3 provides a literature survey pertaining to
security in Hadoop. Section 4 provides Section 5
Experimental results are presented. Section 6 concludes
the paper.

To prevent attacks, some measure are required for
security implementation like:
• By Encrypting the data: It is very important to
encrypt the data, where the data is in the form of plain
text. By identifying the data which requires an extra
protection and limiting the accessibility.
• Authentication: Encrypted data remains private by
means of not disclosing the confidentiality of the
user.

3. Background

5. Method

When a user enters any information on a web application,
it is based on the trust that the server will protect that
sensitive data, but the data breaches occurring time and
again results in doubts the truth of the value, exposure of
the sensitive user data has increased[16]. These are
leading into a serious violations of data privacy and
information security. Exposure of sensitive data can be
caused by any form. An unauthorized person or third
party poses more threat they have access to the
information and have the power to sell it to the external
users[7].
We have proposed a system based on a distributed
parallel algorithm using MapReduce to identify pattern of
sensitive data and non-sensitive data and its similarities.
The MapReduce - based Search, Sort, intersection of
algorithm are used to identify the sensitiveness of data. To
process, analyze and visualize the data points, Building
security in these applications from the beginning is
beneficial in the long run[6].

A collection of data which is arranged in the form of sets,
consisting of duplicate and unique values. There is more
or likely a chances of duplicate data in sensitive data. By
using the set intersection we can eliminate the duplicate
value from sensitive data set.
Consider a set which is consisting of user information
like Name, SSN, Debit_Credit_Number, Email and in
another set of sensitive a data of SSN,
Debit_Credit_Number sequence of data, like that many
information is carrying,
let us consider, two sets s1 and s2.
s1={{abc,123,1234567890,abc@m.com},{bcd.234,2345
612312,bc@g.com},{azx,345,09
87654321,zx@g.com},
{wer,347,2314560987,x@g.com},…..}
s2={{bcd.234,2345612312,bc@g.com},{wer,347,23145
60987,x@g.com},{abd,389,4534
567890,abc@m.com}, .................................... }

4. Objective

Each object is called an element of set. For two sets s1
and s2 is the number of elements present either of the set
(s1Us2). total number of elements present in both the sets
s1 and s2 (s1∩s2)[1].
The sets which contain all the elements of a given
collection is called the universal set which is represented
by 'µ' [1].

The present research work was under taken with prime
objective of identifying the various problems of
Transactional data.
•

Personal Information
AdharCardNumber.

•

Banking Information like Account Number,
Debit/Credit Card Number, ATM Pin Number,
Registered Mobile Number.

•

like

SSN/SIN,

DOB,

µ(s1Us2)=µ(s1)+(µ(s2)-µ(s1∩s2))
Definition: Let s1 and s2 be arbitrary given sets. By
function f:s1->s2 from the set s1 into s2, a rule which
assigns to each member x of X, a unique member f(x) of
s2.

The main objective of this work is to protect sensitive
data from threats using sophisticated secure
algorithm in a distributed manner using Hadoop
technology. Which takes care of the following
parameters.
•
•
•
•

The member f(x) is called data of x under the
function(mapping)f or the value f at x. The set s1 is
called the domain of f and the Set s2 is called the co
domain of f.

Efficiently storing and retrieving the bulk data.
Detect and Protect Sensitive information.
Reliable security mechanism
Robust and Fault tolerant system

The set of element f(x), x ε s1 is called range of f. Thus,
the range of f is a subset of s2.
Let f:s1->s2 be a mapping from the set s1 into the set s2.

An application encrypts Debit/Credit card number
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If f(x1)=f(x2)=>x=x2 for every x1,x2εs1, if and only if
the data of distinct points s1 are distinct, that is
x1≠x2=>f(x1)≠f(x2).
Thus, from this definition we arrive to conclusion the
data is protected and thereby removing the duplicates.
Same methodology of set theory will apply in
processing chunks of data into the HDFS cluster the
above sets are examples of unique identifier as well how
these identifiers are carrying the sensitive data for
processing the data from one end to another end and in
between many transformation will take place and also
how the real time data is protected and secured using
encryption and decryption process.
Programs can directly access key value pair matching
index and even made available on the network. The
MapReduce algorithm is implemented to restrict
information getting leaked to unknown sources using two
interfaces as Mapper and Reducer by manipulation so the
result will not violate the privacy of the clients. Sample
code is presented for preserving sensitive information of
client.

have or may not be available for the time being in that
case a NULL is stored for such attributes.
Multivalued are decomposed into atomic value by
properly arranging primary key and other keys.
Decomposing the data helps in experimenting the data in
safer and we can have multiple set of data which is going
to be more efficient. A mechanism is employed to secure
the data which combines encryption and decryption when
such things are implemented in the algorithm then
framework need not do changes.
Table 1. a) Nested Relation of attributes within each
tuple.
b) Normalised attributes of relation into two different
relation.
a)

Algorithm:
class Sensitivity:
def
Mapper(key,_,value):(name,Ssn,debitnumber,email)=line.
split(‘,’)
yield debitnumber, int(Ssn)
def Reducer(key, debitnumber,Ssn): totalnumber=0

Ssn

Name

123

abc

234

bcd

456

qew

639

asd

b)

numberdebit=0
for x in Ssn:
totalnumber+=x

DebitNumber
1234567890
7894561231
2345612312
7456321456
1236547890
6611223355
3344552200
8880001234
7452316970
5544332211
5007800901
9600120013

Ssn

Name

Ssn

DebitNumber

CreditNumber
4563217890
5003412345
5500223344
NULL
4563214600
7452130011
9004455333

CreditNumber

The collected information will be converted into a
secrete key code which will not be understood until it is
decrypted by hiding true information of its meaning. An
advanced encryption standard (AES) is the symmetric key
which uses of government standards of classified
information. The key shared among system and the
computing environment which uses the key to decrypt.

numberdebit+=1
yield debitnumber
The data which is used to store more memory requires
to be sliced to store in proper format and also it helps the
functions to share widely on distributed platforms for any
transactional purpose. The sensitive data is used wisely by
checking all possible threats from the outside world with
proper algorithm to process the data in a way it required
for successful transactions.
Each tuple of value is having a multiple value for
DebitNumber and CreditNumber, so this increases the
task of protecting the data of a user in its best interest and
also to be processed efficiently. By decomposing the data
into two relation we can further reduce the cluster of work
which stored on disk. Some users do not have credit card
number for them NULL values is assigned, they may not

import AES import base64 import os
def data_encryption(privateInfo): BLOCK_SIZE = 32
padding = '{'
pad = lambda s: s + (BLOCK_SIZE - len(s) %
BLOCK_SIZE) * padding
Encodedata=lambda c, s:
base64.b64encode(c.encrypt(pad(s)))
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the MapReduce algorithms. In short risks will perish
using the above methodology.

secretkey = os.urandom(BLOCK_SIZE)
print 'encryption key:',secret

ii.

cipher = AES.new(secretkey)
encoded = Encodedata(cipher, privateInfo)
print 'Encrypted string:', encoded

iii. Duplication of data is reduced because the same
data is collected in clusters on unique values
which are been encrypted and during moving it
may be that the same source data is required to
process on multiple data stores and consuming
applications, and these operations will give rise to
expected results.

The unauthorized person is not be able to access any
data which is in an encrypted form, the sensitive data is
made sure secured by encryption algorithm, all the digital
data is stored and transmitted over the computer network.

Plain
Text

Encryption
Algo.

Failure of data is very less, here by applying the
encryption policies for the data which is passed
through some channels protects the sensitive data
collected from the source.

iv. By using the selective descriptive analysis the real
time data which is protected and secured in cluster
will be decrypted based on use node policy and
thereby the end user can access the data for further
processing.
v. Similarly, the real time data which is
available in abundance is a big challenge to
control and secure the data and eliminating
the duplicates by performing a proper set of
analysis.

kjhls45a
zxcv
oiuyhg5
KEY

Figure 1. Encryption operation

Architecture of computation14

Figure 3. MapReduce Distributed Computing
MapReduce and Hadoop can partition this job and
breaking up of this data into mappers most of them
running parallel on different computers so imagine you
have entire clusters of mappers and each responsible
parsing chunks of data for input data and outputing the
key value pair <k,v> for short cutting the data and then
similarly that can be sorted and grouped together and
reducer also run on one machine.
Now putting the result into result front machine and
combining all together at the end. This illustrates how can
the divide and conquer works on large dataset using
MapReduce and Hadoop to process datasets on an
distributed computers. To process data which even unfit
in personal computer machines on distributed task over
cluster of wide computer system to achievable task by
taking up large datasets. That is how the MapReduce

Figure 2. Architecture Computations
i.

Focus is on real time data is, for new level of
complexity to derive value from data. The margin of
detecting and dealing set of data is vanishing and also
risks around big data over time it will shift by
focusing on the tooling system for storing and
addressing in a more secured way by implementing
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works for scaling up to the BigData on distributed
environment.
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Figure 4. Time Efficiency on large data Set
The experiment demonstrates that difference in timing
is negligible, if more data are tested the time efficiency
decreases exponentially with increase in testing data of
reduced value to its sensitivities.

[10]
[11]

6. Conclusion

[12]

The bad data can be detected and dealt, and also margin
of errors can be reduced thereby shaping up of data. The
data quality can be addressed to the point of data
acquisition by ensuring the data in terms of consistency
and accuracy. The data is made sure end-to-end encrypted
and secured. The algorithm will collect data-quality
measures like dealing up of data drift and sensitive data
for transaction processing on a distributed cluster of
computers the key value pair is made sure the data is
encrypted and data will be decrypted only to the
destination. The mechanism helps the framework to be
more robust and need not require much do changes and
also secures the safety of data by giving more
transparency and meaning to the data. Name and value
attribute have addressed the security concerns of data. The
work is limited to a certain disjoint attribute and can be
enhanced to large scale deployment by use of hybrid and
public cloud services.
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